TECH NEWS
SPORTS COMMENT

Football is the chief form of exercise for dormitory residents these days. Nearly every night groups causing in numbers from four to five to twenty or more can be seen digging up the turf between the units. It will take an adding machine to tally the score of most of the contests, particularly the one that took place last Saturday afternoon. Mr. Hartwell, Manager of the Dormitories, broke up the Sunday contest just as the perlulants were genus well named up. Evidently Mr. Hartwell thought that Open House visitors would prefer not to be distracted by such an athletic attraction as a touch football game.

What spirit these Sophomores and freshman football players have! The two field day teams were actually going to put on a dramatic rehearsal this afternoon! Perhaps they thought the contest would be too much for them for they two decided not to play each other until Friday. If they change their minds before Field Day, they ought to be able to put on a real Alabom and Ganton (in-part)

But the best thing they can do is to forget the idea of practising against each other, and just put on a good hot battle when the regular season begins.

Once Hedlund and his mates have a unique way of attempting to convince freshmen that they should take up track as sport. Displayed in a prominent place in the new Field House is a placard with the inscription Don't be a dill! Research in the explanation of the admonition. It reads: "According to Webster the dill is an aristocratic, a pocket or a Faculty family. To save oneself from being classed as such an animal the reader is advised to put on track."